


'What we feel while making a stroke is
not how we are hitting the ball but how
we have already hit it:
'During the downswing, the top-class
golfer accelerates his clubhead about
100 times as fast as a sports car can
accelerate:
'The force applied to the ball by the
clubhead during impact rises to a peak
of nearly a ton.'

These and a host of other absorbing
facts are revealed in this original,
objective work. It reports the results of a
six-year project costing tens of thousands
of pounds, sponsored firstly by the Golf
Society of Great Britain and then by the
late President of the Society, Sir Aynsley
Bridgland.

The findings of the team of scientists
engaged on this study finally explode
many of the cherished theories held by
golf pundits over the years.

The team have isolated, checked, and
measured the essential properties of a
first-class golf swing by methods never
before employed in this context. Then
they have summarized these properties
as seen in a 'model golfer'. In addition to
analysing the swing itself, the writers
have introduced exhaustive sections on
putting, on the problems of learning and
teaching, on the esoteric sciences of
trajectory and impact, on the design of
.golf clubs, and on the shot-making skills
of players during tournaments.

The authors have taken great pail1s to
make their message easily intelligible and
interesting to the non-scientific reader
and in this they are assisted by a large
number of graphic illustrations.

In the quest for perfection that is
modern golf, this book cannot fail to
help and instruct all classes of players
from professionals to weekend amateurs.



The Golf Society of Great Britain

The Golf Society of Great Britain was founded in 1955 with
the objects of promoting golfing goodwill both nationally and
internationally and for providing funds to further the interests
of the game in all its aspects.

Amongst these aspects has been the helping to provide
hospitality to Commonwealth and foreign visitors in some
way commensurate with that received when our teams are
abroad.

The Society has also given large sums of money to the
governing bodies of golf in Great Britain towards expenses of
International matches.

Members have the great advantage of being able to play on
twenty of the greatest golf courses in Great Britain without
payment of green fees. They also have the use of the Golfer's
Club, with its Restaurant, Bars and residential accommoda-
tion, at Whitehall Court, London, S.W.1.

In addition to the foregoing, members receive a quarterly
Bulletin dealing with the affairs of the Society and important
golf matters in general.
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3: 6 The conservation of angular momentum at work. As centrifugal force and
positive hand action throw the clubhead outwards and speed it up, the reaction
slows down the speed of rotation of the upper parts. Angular momentum has
gone from the upper to the lower lever. In the photograph you can see the hands
are moving appreciably slower in region B than in region A.





Chapter 11

The characteristics of a man's shots can also be radically
affected by variations in that other complication which the
right-arm push brings to the free-hinge left-arm swing, and
which we were discussing earlier: the speeding up of the roll
back of the clubface through about 90°, working in combina-
tion with the uncocking of the left wrist, to unleash the
clubhead through the ball.

There have been theories, for instance, that you can play
golf without any forearm roll at all. This is true if it means
without any consciously' directed roll; because the basic
pronation-roll of the left wrist in the backswing and early
downswing, and the corresponding supination roll through
impact, both result directly from the most natural human
mechanics of swinging the clubhead in plane.

The various degrees of roll possible-conscious and un-
conscious-we go into later, in Chapter 16. But it might as
well be made quite clear, at this stage, that it is virtually im-
possible to play good golf without any rotation of the left
forearm at all. All top-class golfers employ it in some degree
as an automatic factor in the mechanism of their swings.

Any idea, for instance, that a player can follow-through to
a position like the one shown in Fig. 11:1,without introducing
enormous complications into the mechanically natural model-
type swing, is doomed to disillusion from the start. To try to
do so would not only put great strain on a number of joints-
particularly those of the spine-but would also make it very
much harder work to achieve any sort of consistency of
striking. It would almost certainly require pre-corrections
to the natural swing into the ball, and thus make the whole
forward swing more complil'"ted and less simple to control
consistently.

The position shown is, admittedly, an extreme one. Lesser
varieties of it are possible, as part of a balanced swing. How
they can work is discussed in Chapter 16.

Wrists through the ball: a law from the model
We should note, too, that it is always true that in any normal
full-length stroke, there should never be any question of
either the right wrist or the left wrist hinging appreciably
towards the target, either at or just after impact. (We use
'hinging' here in the sense carefully defined in Chapter 5.)

The swing of the model's lower lever past the upper lever,
after impact in the follow-through, is allowed (and powered)
automatically by the two hands working together in the right



The Right Hand-Wrist Roll
Goes with Timing

\
\
'\

11:1 An almost impossible position, at least in a full shot. To hold the clubface
square to the line like this needs a sudden change,from impact onwards, in the
!;Vaythe wrist joint andforearm behave. Up to impact, left wrist uncocking and
left forearm rolling (both assisted by the right hand) combine to reproduce the
hinge action of the simple two-lever model. These movements are rapid, and
to a large extent free,' and they will therefore naturally tend to continue through
and beyond impact.



combination of continuing left forearm rotation and re-
cocking of the left wrist, with the recocking of the right wrist
following it along.

If this is done in the simplest way consistent with a model-
type swing, there is no need for the left elbow to bend in the
early stages of the follow-through. The crossing-over of the
right han~, coupled with the natural recocking of'the wrists,
will enable both arms to remain stretched-out-straight to-
gether right until the stage when the whole follow-through
begins to be checked by the inability of the back, shoulders and
upper arms to follow the swinging action through in the same

plane any further. The sequence of Ben Hogan (Fig. 11: 2)
illustrates this perfectly.

This will automatically put the brakes on the whole hub
action, as it slows in the follow-through; and when this hap-
pens the left elbow has to bend to allow the clubhead to con-
tinue to swing on through the plane to its own natural halting
position at the 'top' of the follow-through. Again, suppleness,
length of swing, and strength of wrist-action all affect the
result here. So does natural flexibility of the player's spine,
chest and shoulder structures.

It remains, at the least, very likely that any player who finds
75



II :2 Near perfection. This sequence of Ben Hogan illustrates so many features
of the 'model swing' that it was difficult to know in what chapter to use it! Two
particular points from this chapter which Hogan demonstrates: first, the left
arm remains straight well into the follow-through (pictures 14 and 15),. and
second, the left forearm rotation is allowed to continue naturally after impact
(pictures 13 and 14), no attempt being made to hold the face square to the
clubhead arc. Other points mentioned elsewhere in the book: one-piece take-
away (pictures I and 2); the sequence of maintained tension in the downswing
with the legs, hips, torso, shoulders, arms, wrists acting in that order, and no
'slack' being allowed to develop (pictures 4 to II),. the turn and sideways thrust
of the hips starting the downswing and setting the whole upper structure in
motion as one unit with little or no relative movement of the shoulders and club
(pictures 4 to 7) ; the fixed pivot throughout the downswing (pictures 4 to 11) ;
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the 90° roll of the left forearm into impact (pictures 9 to [I) accomplished
while the hands travel a relatively short distance; the slightly arched left wrist
at impact (picture 11). Warning note: beware of making false deductions
about the relative timing of the backswing and downswing. The pictures are not
all taken at equal intervals of time (though 9 to 14 probably are); so the back-
swing (pictures I to 4) does not take half the time the downswing takes, as a
.first glance at the sequence might seem to suggest. In fact it takes more than
twice the downswing time.



himself unable to maintain a straight left arm in the follow-
through up to the stage where his hands swing through to
shoulder level again, is restricting some other movement which
would otherwise be a natural and simple outcome of his
whole forward swing into the ball.

Simplicity paramount in the follow-through
The basis of the follow-through is simply that ofa natural free-
wheeling continuation of the whole action of the forward
swing into and through the ball.

The player thus cannot easily modify his follow-through
without previously affecting the simplicity of his whole
forward swing.

The rule of greatest possible mechanical simplicity, in re-
producing as powerfully and consistently as possible the two-
lever forward swing of the model, thus weighs heavily against

II: 3 Crossing over the right hand. This photograph exaggerates it a little, but
on any full shot it will tend naturally to happen soon after impact to an extent
which depends on the amountofforearm roll just before impact. Any attempt to
restrict it, especially on full shots, complicates the swing unnecessarily.



How Muscles Work in Golf

each individual golfer's swing will depend to some extent upon
how he is put together, and upon the way in which his own
individual muscles work. His whole nervous system, even his
temperament, will come into it.

A little about the action of the muscles
The common attempt to represent him doing this by winding
up a big spring in his trunk-however vivid the colours of the
drawing-is really very wide of the mark.

In the first place it is untrue simply because a man's muscles
are not themselves elastic. When stretched, they just stay
stretched, until they are told to contract. Sinews and tendons
can provide just a little elasticity at the top of the backswing;
and this may indeed make some small contribution to the
power of the forward swing. But the main power of the for-
ward swing must come from positive muscle action.

Another important property of muscles is that they can only
pull, not push. They work by using the bones as levers with
which to move the body about. They are thus necessarily
arranged in 'antagonistic' pairs, to balance and stabilize each
other's action. To make any movement, muscles nearly always
work together in groups or sets; and it's a fairly safe bet that
in any apparently simple limb movement you care to think of,
there will be many more muscles at work than you would
ever Imagme.

All of them are singly and jointly controlled by co-ordinated
electrical impulses sent down nerves from the brain, and they
also send back continuous and equally highly co-ordinated
information to the brain describing their position and state of
tension at any moment. Singly and together they thus function
as a highly co-ordinated, versatile and delicately controlled
engine to produce force and power.

One other characteristic of the muscles is relevant. The
power they give depends on the speed at which they are able to
contract. In general, big muscles work at their greatest effici-
.ency, and thus give their greatest power, when working com-
paratively slowly; whereas small muscles give their peak
performance when moving fast.

For all of them, efficient power output depends upon
moving the sort of loads at the sort of speeds best suited to
them.

Co-ordinating muscles in the right gears
A good example of a man consciously giving his muscles the



twenty pounds, of which only about half can produce useful
power at a given instant, on aCCiountof their arrangement in
opposmg paIrs.

Roughly speaking, therefore, the power available from the
arms amounts at most to one and a quarter horse-power, and
is probably less, since loading cannot be optimal throughout
the whole duration of the downswing. Clearly, if we are look-
ing for three to four horse-power, we must go to our biggest
muscles, those of the legs and lower body, for the main
supply of power. In fact, the muscles acting in and on the legs
weigh about forty pounds and can produce two and a half
horse-power or so.

Thus, without even considering the detailed movements in a
golf swing, we can make a fundamental and far-reaching state-
ment about it: that the muscles of the legs and hips constitute
the main source of power in long driving.

This is not to deny the importance of hands, arms, shoul-
ders, or any other specific part; but they are important
primarily because any sequence of linked movements is only
as good as its weakest point. Make no mistake: the legs and
hips are the 'engine' of the swing; the arms and hands are the
transmission system-albeit one in which a certain amount of
extra power can be added. Strong hands may be needed for
big hitting, but they are not the primary power source.

Getting the power to the clubhead
We have, in Chapter 7, already discussed the broad principle
involved in transferring the energy produced by the muscles of
the legs and hips to the clubhead. Thinking in terms of a stack
of co-axial cylinders, we saw that the most efficient energy
transfer took place when we worked upwards and outwards
in tight sequence from the bottom-most cylinder, allowing no
slack to develop in the system.

We can carry this principle virtually straight over to the
human golfer. It mayor may not help him to identify cylinder
A, in Fig. 7: 5, with his thighs, cylinder B with his hips and
trunk, and cylinder C with his shoulders; or to introduce
more cylinders and further subdivisions of his body. It will
almost certainly do his golf positive harm to go a step further
and consciously think of using muscle groups X, Y and Z to
get cylinder A going, then muscle groups P, Q and R to get
cylinder B going, and so on-though doubtless these groups
could be scientifically identified. Carrying things that far
could only end up as the sort of golfing illustration which
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seemsa good place to start from, and very few good players'
gripslie outside that range; but only the golfer himself can feel
whichof the slight variations is going to be best for him.

A word of warning
Aword of warning, though, before experimenting with grips.
Bewareof preconceived ideas. We have all read, or been told,
that turning the hands to the right-i.e. right hand under,
lefthand over-will make us hook, and that turning them to
the left will make us slice. It's as well not to take this too
literally. If your basic swing remains unchanged by these
variations in grip, then they will have the effects usually
stated, since the 'hooker's grip' will tend to bring the face of
the club back closed (i.e. turned left) at impact; and con-
versely for the 'slicer's grip'. That will in all probability
happenwith a left-arm-only swing.

When the right arm is added, however, a change of grip will
oftenalter the way in which the right hand works, and so alter
the swing itself that it may produce the opposite effect from
the one expected. For example, when the right hand is very
muchunder the shaft, it tends to work not by driving out over
the top of the left, but by uncocking alongside the left. The



result can be failure to square up the c1ubface; that is to say,
a slice rather than a hook.

Conversely with the right hand round on top of the shaft
there may be a tendency towards a wristy, rolling swing, and
depending on how quickly the roll back to impact is accomp-
lished, a hook can result.

Thus the traditional 'hooker's grip' can produce a slice,
and the traditional 'slicer's grip' can produce a hook; it
depends very much on the individual and how he feels these
grip variations.

There's another favourite parrot-cry connected with this,
which is also of dubious authenticity. 'Too much right hand'
is often the diagnosis (sometimes self-diagnosis) made after a
hook. In many cases the reverse is almost certainly true- 'not
enough right hand'. Many people, perhaps most people, who
can train themselves to hit the ball with either arm alone find
that it is the left arm (backhanded) swing that tends to hook,
and the right arm (forehanded) swing that tends to slice. Of
course the two-armed swing is not just a simple sum or average
of the separate components; but the fact remains that, to put
it no more strongly, the right hand is by no means always the
villain of the piece when it comes to hooking.



2. Hitting the ball off-centre upon the clubface.
3. Swinging the clubhead towards the left or the right of the

true line towards the target at impact.
4. Having the clubface pointing at impact to the left or to

the right of the direction along which the clubhead is
being swung through the ball.

Pulls and pushes, caused as in 3 above, will travel just as far
through the air as ordinary straight shots. True sidespin
strokes, as in 4 above, will tend to lose length of carry mainly
because the blow will have been an oblique one, but also, at
least in the case of the drive, through soaring above, or duck-
ing below the best flight path through the air. (Hooks, though,
may sometimes gain enough in run to make up for this,
especially on hard ground with a wind from the right.)

Off-centre blows, as in 2 above, will tend to lose both carry
and total length every time, through the waste of energy at
impact in turning the clubhead.

Thus the purely practical arguments for aiming to make the
ball fly straight from the centre of the clubface whenever
possible are by no means negligible; and, of course, in terms
of approximating most closely to the simplicity of the model,
the straight-flying shot has the advantage every time.





3. The speed of the ball from impact
The velocity imparted to the ball by the head of a driver is
given by:

l+e
v=Ux 1+(m/M)

v = velocity of the ball immediately after impact.
U =velocity of the clubhead immediately before impact.
m =mass of the ball (1·62 ounces).
M =mass of the clubhead (usually 7 to 8 ounces).

e =the coefficient of restitution (the value of which varies slowly from
about 0·67 in a hard hit drive to 0·80 in a putt).

Limitations: This formula applies only to square-on impacts
-strictly speaking zero loft; but the error is negligible for the
10° or so of loft on a driver.
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"In all the cOrlJprehensive literature that has been published down the ages on the
technical aspects of golf there cannot have been more exhaustive research into the
mechanics of the game than The Search for the Perfect Swing. It cannot help
.but increase anyone's understanding of the principles governing successful golf,
and thereby help towards improvement."
Pat Ward-Thomas-The Guardian

"There is no fear that the reader of The Search for the Perfect Swing ... will be
blinded by science.
On the contrary, he will find his eyes opening wider and wider as he turns the
pages, digests the text and studies the pictures and diagrams ...
I am filled with admiration for the fruitful result ... the diagrams are of absorbing
interest because they demonstrate with all the power and knowledge that
scientific calculations can provide, what happens to player, club and ball in the
execution of the golf stroke."
Geoffrey Cousins-Daily Telegraph

"Full of fascinating information ... The sheer scope and detail of the book, which
includes chapters on ballistics putting, tournament analysis ... and club design,
is too large to do full justice to it in a short space."
Harry Weaver-The Observer

"The authors have provided thousands of amateur theorists with a feast of
midnight reading."
Donald Steel-Sunday Telegraph

"1 found much interesting information ... one truth the book suggests, namely that
pure understanding of the causes of golfing faults may be of more benefit than any
amount of exhortation to imitate the great."
Peter Ryde-The Times

"A scientific study of golf written in a non-scientific way ... packed with all kinds
of fascinating information and facts, must be the instructional book to end all
instructional books. It pinpoints any number of faults in a golfer's game, gives the
reasons why they occur and provides, we are assured, infallible remedies."
Yorkshire Post

"The golf book to end all golf books, The Search for the Perfect Swing ... there
never has been a book on golf even remotely resembling this one ... a wonderful
buy for any golfer who has two thoughts to rub together-but I warn him he'll
have to work mighty hard to quarry the nuggets of gold from its pages."
S. L. McKinlay-Glasgow H8fald


